
Honors English I Summer Assignment (to be completed during the summer and 
turned in on the first day of high school -- August 24, 2015)  
 
1. Read Harper Lee’s To Kill a Mockingbird. 
2. Complete reading journal. (1/2 of assignment grade) 
 
For every third chapter you read, write a paragraph (at least five sentences, well-developed with good 
thought) in reaction to what you read. To react to reading means you tell what you thought about it. You 
should have a total of eleven reading journal paragraphs after reading the book. Do not merely summarize 
the plot. You can use the following sentence starters to help inspire you about what to say: 
 
 * I liked it when… 
 * I did not like it when… 
 * I thought _____ was fair because… 
 * I thought _____ was unfair because… 
 * I was confused when… 
 * I was glad when… 
 * I was saddened when… 
 * I wonder why… 
               * I was surprised by… 
   
              (You can also come up with your own ways of starting. The items above are  
              suggestions.) 
 
When you are finished reading the book, please respond to five of the following questions in a single 
paragraph each. (1/2 of assignment grade) 
 
1.  What does Atticus mean when he tells Scout that it is a sin to kill a mockingbird? 
 
2.  Based upon your response to question 1, are there any characters who qualify as “mockingbirds” in the  
     story? Who are they, and why might they qualify as mockingbirds? Explain.  
 
3.  Explain two lessons that you think Harper Lee wanted readers to learn from this book.  
 
4.  When the kids go to Calpurnia’s church, what insights does Calpurnia reveal to the children?   
     Why do you think this part is significant to what is happening in the story? 
 
5.   When the group of men come to see Atticus when he is guarding Tom Robinson, why do you  
      think they were there?  What do you think would have happened if Scout, Jem, and Dill  
      had not arrived?  Why do the men leave?  
 
6.   How would you describe Atticus Finch as a father, a lawyer, a friend, and a man? What traits  
      and actions reveal his character? Give examples from the book to support why you describe  
      him the way you do.   
 
7.   Use the following chart to keep track of characters’ motives and values. 
 
Characters who represent justice 
in Maycomb 

Characters who know injustice 
exists in Maycomb but are 
unwilling to fight for fairness 

Characters who represent 
injustice in Maycomb 

  
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 



English I Summer Assignment (to be completed during the summer and turned in on the 
first day of high school -- August 24, 2015) 
 
1. Read student/parent-selected book (must be approved by current English teacher in order to 
ensure appropriate reading level and challenge). As a guideline, your book should be 
approximately 150 pages. 
 
Off-limits books (commonly taught in standard classes): 
 Speak 
 Romeo and Juliet 
 The Odyssey 
 The Bean Trees 
 Raisin in the Sun 
 Fahrenheit 451 
 Tuesdays with Morrie 
 
2. Complete reading journal. 
 
For approximately each fifteen pages you read, write a paragraph (at least five sentences, well-developed 
with good thought) in reaction to what you read. Your completed journal should contain ten to twelve 
paragraphs. To react to reading means you tell what you thought about it. Do not merely summarize the 
plot. Be sure to provide a specific detail in your paragraph.  You can use the following sentence starters 
to help inspire you about what to say: 
 
 * I liked it when… 
 * I did not like it when… 
 * I thought _____ was fair because… 
 * I thought _____ was unfair because… 
 * I was confused when… 
 * I was glad when… 
 * I was saddened when… 
 * I wonder why… 
              * I was surprised by… 
   
              (You can also come up with your own ways of starting. The items above are  
              suggestions.) 

 
 
Title of Selected Book: ___________________________________________ 
Author:     ___________________________________________ 
 
Approved by: __________________________________________________ 
             (teacher signature) 
 
Approved by: __________________________________________________ 
       (parent/guardian signature) 
 
 
Turn this form in along with your summer assignment on the first day of school  

 
 
 
 
 
 



Honors English II Summer Assignment (to be completed during the summer and 
turned in on the first day of high school to your English teacher -- August 24, 2015) 
 
1. Read Paulo Coehlo’s The Alchemist 
2. Complete reading journal. (1/2 of assignment grade) 
 
For approximately each fifteen pages you read, write a paragraph (at least five sentences, well-developed 
with good thought) in reaction to what you read. To react to reading means you tell what you thought about 
it. You should have a total of ten to twelve reading journal paragraphs after reading the book. Do not 
merely summarize the plot. You can use the following sentence starters to help inspire you about what to 
say: 
 
 * I liked it when… 
 * I did not like it when… 
 * I thought _____ was fair because… 
 * I thought _____ was unfair because… 
 * I was confused when… 
 * I was glad when… 
 * I was saddened when… 
 * I wonder why… 
               * I was surprised by… 
   
              (You can also come up with your own ways of starting. The items above are  
              suggestions.) 
 
Note: NOVEL IS NOT BROKEN INTO TRADITIONAL CHAPTERS, BUT IS 
SEPARATED INTO SECTIONS OF TEXT BY THE CHARACTERS. Page numbers may 
vary depending on versions of the novel, but all students are expected to turn in ten to twelve 
reflections. 
 
When you are finished reading the book, please respond to five of the following questions in a single 
paragraph each. (1/2 of assignment grade) 
1. According to the author what is a "personal calling"?  
 
2. List the four obstacles that hinder us from confronting our own dream. How do they hinder us? 
 
3. What does the author say is the "secret of life"? 
 
4. What is the difference between the language of God and the language of the soul 
 according to the soothsayer in in Tarifa? 
 
5. What is a Personal Legend?  What is meant when Coelho explains: “it’s true; life is really  
    generous to those who pursue their Personal Legend”?  How was life generous to Santiago? 
 
6. What actions and qualities make Santiago a heroic character? 
 
7. Alchemy was a predecessor of modern chemistry and was largely based upon transformation of  
    matter into gold. How does this concept apply to The Alchemist? In other words, why did Paulo  
    Coelho choose alchemy as the inspiration for the title of his novel? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



English II Summer Assignment (to be completed during the summer and turned in on 
the first day of high school -- August 24, 2015) 
 
1. Read student/parent-selected book (must be approved by your current or most recent  
English teacher in order to ensure appropriate reading level and challenge). As a guideline, 
your book should be approximately 150 pages. 
 
Off-limits books (commonly taught in standard classes): 
 Night 
 Gilgamesh 
 Oedipus the King 
 Things Fall Apart 
 All Quiet on the Western Front 
 Siddhartha 
 The Alchemist 
 Othello 
 
2. Complete reading journal. 
 
For approximately each fifteen pages you read, write a paragraph (at least five sentences, well-developed 
with good thought) in reaction to what you read. Your completed journal should contain ten to twelve 
paragraphs. To react to reading means you tell what you thought about it. Do not merely summarize the 
plot. Be sure to provide a specific detail in your paragraph.  You can use the following sentence starters 
to help inspire you about what to say: 
 
 * I liked it when… 
 * I did not like it when… 
 * I thought _____ was fair because… 
 * I thought _____ was unfair because… 
 * I was confused when… 
 * I was glad when… 
 * I was saddened when… 
 * I wonder why… 
              * I was surprised by… 
   
              (You can also come up with your own ways of starting. The items above are  
              suggestions.) 

 
 
Title of Selected Book: ___________________________________________ 
Author:     ___________________________________________ 
 
Approved by: __________________________________________________ 
             (teacher signature) 
 
Approved by: __________________________________________________ 
       (parent/guardian signature) 
 
 
Turn this form in along with your summer assignment on the first day of school  

 
 
 
 
 
 



Honors English III Summer Assignment (to be completed during the summer and 
turned in on the first day of high school to your English teacher -- August 24, 2015) 
 
1. Read Amy Tan’s The Joy Luck Club 
2. Complete reading journal. (1/2 of assignment grade) 
 
For approximately each twenty pages you read, write a paragraph (at least five sentences, well-developed 
with good thought) in reaction to what you read. To react to reading means you tell what you thought about 
it. You should have a total of ten to twleve reading journal paragraphs after reading the book. Do not 
merely summarize the plot. You can use the following sentence starters to help inspire you about what to 
say: 
 
 * I liked it when… 
 * I did not like it when… 
 * I thought _____ was fair because… 
 * I thought _____ was unfair because… 
 * I was confused when… 
 * I was glad when… 
 * I was saddened when… 
 * I wonder why… 
               * I was surprised by… 
   
              (You can also come up with your own ways of starting. The items above are  
              suggestions.) 
 
Note: NOVEL IS NOT BROKEN INTO TRADITIONAL CHAPTERS. Page numbers may 
vary depending on versions of the novel, but all students are expected to turn in ten to twelve 
reflections. 
 
When you are finished reading the book, please respond to five of the following questions in a single 
paragraph each. (1/2 of assignment grade) 
 

1.  Choose one pair of mother and daughter and explain how their relationship improved or worsened   
throughout the novel. 

2. Why might Amy Tan have chosen to organize the novel in this way? What is the symbolism behind the 
number four? 

3. Which of the daughters do you believe is the most Americanized/westernized? How does that separate 
her from the rest of the group? Be specific. 

4. How would Joy Luck Club be different if the mothers were speaking to their sons rather than their 
daughters? How does the novel present the relationship between mothers and daughters differently from 
mothers and sons? 

5. Choose one pair of mother and daughter and explain the lesson that the mother wants the daughter to 
learn. How does the mother go about sharing this lesson with her daughter?  

6. Most people will think that the mothers have a more difficult time assimilating to Western or American 
culture than the daughters. However, why might the daughters have a difficult time amalgamating or 
integrating the two cultures they grew up with? Why does this matter to the mothers? 

7. What roles do fathers play in the Chinese household? Consider what the fathers usually do during the Joy 
Luck meetings and choose one father to examine throughout the novel.  

 
 
 
 



 
English III Summer Assignment (to be completed during the summer and turned in on 
the first day of high school -- August 24, 2015) 
 
1. Read student/parent-selected book (must be approved by your current or most recent  
English teacher in order to ensure appropriate reading level and challenge). As a guideline, 
your book should be approximately 150 pages. 
 
Off-limits books (commonly taught in standard classes):  
 The Crucible    
 Of Mice and Men   
 The Scarlet Letter 
 The Great Gatsby 
 Huckleberry Finn 
 Their Eyes Were Watching God 
 Catcher in the Rye 
 The Tempest 
 
2. Complete reading journal. 
 
For approximately each fifteen pages you read, write a paragraph (at least five sentences, well developed 
with good thought) in reaction to what you read. Your completed journal should contain ten to twelve 
paragraphs. To react to reading means you tell what you thought about it. Do not merely summarize the 
plot. Be sure to provide a specific detail in your paragraph.  You can use the following sentence starters 
to help inspire you about what to say: 
 
 * I liked it when… 
 * I did not like it when… 
 * I thought _____ was fair because… 
 * I thought _____ was unfair because… 
 * I was confused when… 
 * I was glad when… 
 * I was saddened when… 
 * I wonder why… 
              * I was surprised by… 
   
              (You can also come up with your own ways of starting. The items above are  
              suggestions.) 

 
 
Title of Selected Book: ___________________________________________ 
Author:     ___________________________________________ 
 
Approved by: __________________________________________________ 
             (teacher signature) 
 
Approved by: __________________________________________________ 
       (parent/guardian signature) 
 
 
Turn this form in along with your summer assignment on the first day of school  

 
 
 
 
 



 
Honors English IV Summer Assignment (to be completed during the summer and 
turned in on the first day of high school -- August 24, 2015) 
 
1. Read William Shakespeare’s The Taming of the Shrew. 
2. Complete reading journal. (1/2 of assignment grade) 
 
For each scene (not each act) you read, write a paragraph (at least five sentences, well developed with good 
thought) in reaction to what you read. To react to reading means you tell what you thought about it. Do not 
merely summarize the plot. Your completed journal should contain twelve to fourteen entries. You can use 
the following sentence starters to help inspire you about what to say: 
 
 * I liked it when… 
 * I did not like it when… 
 * I thought _____ was fair because… 
 * I thought _____ was unfair because… 
 * I was confused when… 
 * I was glad when… 
 * I was saddened when… 
 * I wonder why… 
               * I was surprised by… 
   
              (You can also come up with your own ways of starting. The items above are  
              suggestions.) 
 
When you are finished reading the book, please respond to five of the following questions in a single 
paragraph each. (1/2 of assignment grade) 
 
1.  What is the purpose of the frame story: the play within a play? To whom is the play presented and why? 
 
2.  With already two suitors asking for Bianca’s hand, why might Shakespeare add the role of Lucentio and  
     his servant? Who do you believe is the best suitor for Bianca? 
 
3.  Explain two lessons that you think William Shakespeare wanted readers  
     to learn from this play. 
 
4.  How is The Taming of the Shrew different from other plays you have read at Jordan-Matthews? What  
     makes this play more entertaining than Romeo and Juliet, Othello, and The Tempest?  
 
5.   How does Petruchio convince Katherina to marry him and why does Katherina decide to marry him?  
      Compare and contrast their goals in this marriage.   
 
6.   In Shakespeare’s day, a “shrew” was a bad-tempered or aggressive woman. Who is the shrew in the  
      play and how is she tamed?   
 
7.   Examine the speech very carefully at the end of the play by Katherina to the other two wives.  
      According to Katherina, how should wives behave? To what extent do you agree with her?  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



English IV Summer Assignment (to be completed during the summer and turned in on 
the first day of high school -- August 24, 2015) 
 
1. Read student/parent-selected book (must be approved by your current or most recent  
English teacher in order to ensure appropriate reading level and challenge). As a guideline, 
your book should be approximately 150 pages. 
 
Off-limits books (commonly taught in standard classes): 
 Beowulf 
 The Canterbury Tales 
 Macbeth 
 Hamlet 
 Frankenstein 
 The Curious Incident of the Dog in the Night-Time 
 
2. Complete reading journal. 
 
For approximately each fifteen pages you read, write a paragraph (at least five sentences, well developed 
with good thought) in reaction to what you read. Your completed journal should contain ten to twelve 
paragraphs. To react to reading means you tell what you thought about it. Do not merely summarize the 
plot. Be sure to provide a specific detail in your paragraph.  You can use the following sentence starters 
to help inspire you about what to say: 
 
 * I liked it when… 
 * I did not like it when… 
 * I thought _____ was fair because… 
 * I thought _____ was unfair because… 
 * I was confused when… 
 * I was glad when… 
 * I was saddened when… 
 * I wonder why… 
              * I was surprised by… 
   
              (You can also come up with your own ways of starting. The items above are  
              suggestions.) 

 
 
Title of Selected Book: ___________________________________________ 
Author:     ___________________________________________ 
 
Approved by: __________________________________________________ 
             (teacher signature) 
 
Approved by: __________________________________________________ 
       (parent/guardian signature) 
 
 
Turn this form in along with your summer assignment on the first day of school  

 
 


